WHEN SOMETHING IS MISSING YOU NEED TO KNOW
In areas that require FOD (Foreign Object Debris) prevention, nothing less than 100% tool control is

acceptable. In many industries, positive tool control is absolutely necessary, not only because of the

replacement cost, but also because of the tremendous risk involved when a tool goes missing.

Tool control has never been easier with Proto® Industrial Tools. Need to follow 5S or lean principles?
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CUSTOM
TOOL KITTING
Working in a FOD envinroment? Proto®, through our KitMaster™ program,

can build custom toolkits with:

> Foam inserts, shaped by CNC routers, for a tight, reliable fit in three dimensions.
> Laser etching for easy identification down to the tool, if needed.
> CAD driven tool organization for any manner of cabinet, chest, box, bag or briefcase.
> Kits can be built from the full product lines of Proto®, Blackhawk™ by Proto®, DEWALT®,
Stanley®, Bostitch® and even third-party tools.

For the best levels of control and tracking, upgrade to CribMaster® RFID software for tool crib

environments and software-controlled drawers and cabinets.

SOLUTIONS BY:
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cUSTOM FOaM

Our cross-linked polyethylene foam is
thermally bonded to resist tears, stains and
most chemicals. Moisture-resistant, tearresistant and certified fire resistance, our
foam comes in four standard colors or mixed
to match a custom color.

LaSEr ETcHING

Custom laser etching prevents theft, speeds
packing and sorting, and identifies the source of
missing pieces quickly. Our lasers ensure clear,
clean markings - letters, numbers, logos - while
maintaining the integrity of the tool.
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aLL KINDS OF STOraGE

Bag it, box it, stow it or shelve it. We meet exact
company and industry specifications, such as
GMTKs, CTKs, Tri-Cons, and Quad-Cons for military
and aerospace use. We also meet TAA and BAA
certification standards.

cUSTOM SHaPED INSErTS

Each tool insert is custom-shaped in three dimensions by
routers. The state-of-the-art foam resists most chemicals
and is non-abrasive.

rFID UPGraDE OPTIONS

For tool audit and accountability, upgrade to CribMaster ®
inventory management software with Last Point Read (LPR)
devices to monitor tool movement and FOD finder scanners.

FOD finder scanners

CribMaster ® inventory
management software

Last Point Read (LPR)
devices to monitor
tool movement

CribMaster ® Cablock,
AccuDrawer, AccuCab,
and more
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